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Introduction & Instructions

Get ready for imaginations to soar!

This pack of 33 Word Bank Story Prompts is sure to inspire your elementary and middle-school 
students. Each colorful page has a unique word bank featuring 10 themed story components.

Terrific Tales gives children opportunities to
 y Use their imaginations to create fictional stories
 y Plan a story’s elements based on a set of 10 thematic story prompts
 y Express themselves both verbally and in writing
 y Practice writing stories that have a beginning, middle, and end
 y Incorporate character qualities and emotions into their stories
 y Describe a story’s setting

Even when your children’s stories begin with the same 10 elements, no two will be alike! Whether 
the setting is a café in Paris, the Amazon jungle, an undersea laboratory, or a black hole in outer 
space, any story can be filled with humor, adventure, mystery, or fantasy. By deciding what role each 
element plays, each child will determine the direction his or her narrative will take.

These Word Bank Story Prompts may be printed in your choice of two formats, each containing the 
same word banks:

 y 33 printable lined pages: Younger children will most likely prefer the colorfully decorated 
lined pages.

 y 33 printable card sets: Tweens and teens will love many of the topics! If they think the 
illustrated pages are too young, they’ll appreciate having the prompts written on simple 
cards.

Also included:
 y Blank pages for creating personalized word banks
 y Blank lined pages for writing stories
 y Graphic organizers to help with story planning
 y Ideas for using the word banks

The topics allow for plenty of creativity! Add Word Bank Story Prompts to your writing
center, use them for daily warm-ups, or assign them as a supplement to your writing
lessons.
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   Prepare the Prompts

Print
This set contains two formats: lined pages and cards.

 y Younger children are attracted by the colorful lined 
pages.

 y Tweens and teens generally prefer having their word 
banks in card form.

Option 1: Print on Computer Paper
Plain computer paper is ideal for the LINED PAGES. It is also a 
good option for cards you plan to laminate. 

Option 2: Print on Cardstock
When laminating is not an option, use different colors of cardstock to print CARDS. It will give you 
sturdy cards that are easier to store. 

In addition, print out several different graphic organizers from the back of the e-book.

Cut
After printing cards, cut them out along the dotted lines. A paper cutter will make short work of this 
task. 

Laminate
You may want to laminate the cards to make them more durable, especially if you plan to store them 
on rings. This is completely optional, of course.

Store
Make the story prompts accessible in your writing center. Keep lined paper, pens and pencils handy, 
along with stamps and stickers for embellishing stories.

Pages
 y Print all 33 lined pages, one set for each child. 
 y Three-hole-punch the pages and store them in a binder with additional sheets of notebook 

paper. (You’ll also find a printable blank lined template in this pack.) 
 y Print out and store several graphic organizers in the binder as well.

Cards
 y Store each set of 10 cards in its own envelope, writing the theme’s name on the front 

(Adventures on the Amazon, Lost in Space, etc.). 
 y Alternatively, laminate the cards, punch a hole in the top left corner, and store them on rings.

When setting 
up your printer 

options, choose “Fit” or 
“Fit to Page” to ensure 
that the pages (especially 
the cards) don’t get cut off 
at the edges.

Tip
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How to Use the Prompts

The word banks are simply a vehicle for inventive story planning. Encourage your kids to get 
creative! Here are a few options.

Tips for Using the Word Banks 

1. Order doesn’t matter. There’s no need to use the word banks in any particular order. Let 
children pick and choose which topic to write about—and which order to use the elements.

2. Decide how many words/elements to include.

 y Start small. Don’t force children to use all 10 words/elements. Consider setting a minimum 
of 4 or 5 words in the beginning. As they grow used to using the word banks, encourage 
them to increase the number of word picks each time they write a new story.

 y How old are you? Eager or motivated students can use their age as a guide. If they’re 7, let 
them pick 7 words/elements from the word bank. If they’re 10 (or older), they should aim to 
use all 10 words. Don’t make a big issue of this. After all, writing the story—and having fun 
with it—is more important than using all the words.

 y Where’s the story going? If a few key words are enough to plant the seed of a story, let 
your child run with it! There’s no need to insist on using all—or even most—of the word 
bank list (or cards). 

3. Learn what motivates them. Some children will perform best with a page limit: fill up the 
prompt page, or fill up the prompt page plus half of an additional sheet of paper. Other kids will 
do better with a time limit: write for 5, 7, 10, or 15 minutes. 

Experiment to see what motivates each of your kids. If they naturally enjoy writing, you can 
easily print and go without setting time or story-length requirements.

4. Talk about it! Read the word bank aloud to younger or reluctant students. Have a short 
discussion to prime the pump, asking questions that help steer them toward a storyline.

5. Act as your child’s or tween’s scribe. Young or reluctant children can shut down if 
expected to do too much writing. Independence will come in time. For now, know that it’s 
okay to take over the writing.  

As they dictate, write down their words. After every sentence or two, stop and read what 
you’ve written. Reviewing the story as you go helps them remember what they’ve already 
said, keeping them more focused.

6. Make it special. Help a younger child look forward to story-writing time by reserving a 
special pencil to use or a crazy hat to wear only during that time.
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Tips for Story Planning

Graphic organizers help children plan out a story before beginning to write. Print one of these 
graphic organizers.

My Story Map

This simple organizer is perfect for younger children, guiding them through the main story events 
and leading them to a conclusion.

1. Start at MAIN IDEA.

2. Follow the striped arrows and write down one thing that happens FIRST, then SECOND, then 
THIRD.

3. Finally, decide how you want the story to END. Follow the black arrow and write your idea in 
the box at the bottom of the page.

Map Your Story

Mapping out key details keeps kids focused and less likely to go off on rabbit trails. Print out the 
story map from the back of the e-book and have your child follow these instructions.

1. Consider the genre. If it’s an adventure story, choose an exciting or exotic setting and come 
up with a problem for the main character to solve. If you want to write a funny story, think of 
how the main character could find him or herself in a silly or humorous situation.

2. Plan the elements. Look over the word bank to help you answer these questions.

 y Where? Does the word bank say where the story could take place? 

 y When? When should the story happen? One winter? Last Tuesday? Yesterday? The “Story 
Transitions and Sentence Starters” printable has some good ideas!

 y Who? From your word bank, is there someone who could be the main character in your 
story? If not, do you want your main character to be an animal? A person? A make-believe 
character? Maybe you would like to be the main character!

 y What? Look for clues in your word bank to see if there’s a problem the character might 
need to solve.

 y How? Look for clues in your word bank to see what might happen along the way or that 
will help the problem get solved.

3. Start at the beginning.  Think about different ways the story could start. The “when” often 
makes for a strong beginning. Again, “Story Transitions and Sentence Starters” will give you 
lots of ideas. 

4. Brainstorm for the story’s middle and end. Include details that support the story’s main 
theme. Bring your story to a satisfying conclusion.

5. For additional help, visit How to Plan a Story.

https://writeshop.com/plan-story-writing-kids/
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Plot Planner: Beginning, Middle, and End 

A nine-square grid is helpful when planning the plot (what happens in a story). Print out the grid 
from the back of this e-book and have your child to follow these instructions.

1. Beginning. In the first row marked beginning, write down three interesting events that happen 
in the beginning of the story. The very first square should describe the problem in the story or 
tell how the story starts.

2. Middle. In the middle row, write down three things that happen in the middle of the story. 

3. End. In the bottom row, write down three events that happen at the end of the story. The very 
last square should describe the solution to the story’s problem or tell how the story comes to a 
satisfying end.

Title Generator

Print out a “Title Generator.” Once you know the direction the story will take, this planning page will 
help you come up with exciting title ideas.  Write one or two favorites on your graphic organizer 
page.

Creative Writing Ideas

Get Moody
Choose a mood or tone for your story. Before you even begin to plan ideas, decide whether it will be 
thrilling, funny, sad, mysterious, or scary.

Little Mix-Ups (Cards)
When using the cards, it’s fun to mix and match cards from two different Word Banks to introduce 
new characters or settings, or to create plot twists. Choose five elements from each set and combine 
them into completely different story. 

If you simply want your story to take a different turn, draw one or more cards from a different deck 
to add another character or introduce new angle to the story.

Master Mix-Ups (Cards)
To create even more interesting or outrageous stories, use 3 or 4 sets of word bank cards to plan the 
elements of your tale. Pick as many cards as you want, but challenge yourself to include all of them 
in your story.

I Know That One!

When first learning to write stories, many children do better when they can start with a familiar 
framework. Begin with a picture book or fairytale they already know, such as The Runaway Bunny, 
“Goldilocks and the Three Bears,” or “The Three Little Pigs.”  Next, choose a word bank that has 
some similar elements. Finally, replace elements in the story with words from their word bank.  For 
example:
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“Peril in Paris” (a twist on “The Three Little Pigs”)

 y Pigs could still be the main character. Or, your child can come up with a different character, such 
as three French poodles. 

 y Instead of living in houses of straw, wood, and brick, the poodles could work at a café, the Eiffel 
Tower, and an art museum.

 y Instead of threats from the Big Bad Wolf, they could be pursued by a spy.
 y Instead of blowing their houses down, the spy could be searching for a stolen violin.

Even older kids will enjoy doing this, especially if they’re reluctant writers.

In the News
Newspaper articles tell the 5 Ws: who, what, when, where, and why. Imagine that you are a news 
reporter. Instead of using the 10 word bank elements to write a story, use them to write a news 
article. Add enough extra information to give all the details, including when and why.

Take a Letter

Use the 10 word bank elements to write a letter to a make-believe friend or family member, telling 
them all about your adventure!

Get Poetic!

Using as many words from the word bank as possible, write a poem. It doesn’t matter whether your 
poem rhymes or not, but take bonus points for including all 10 words!

Take Your Time

1. Set the timer for 5, 10, or 15 minutes.

2. Write until the timer goes off, even if it means stopping mid-sentence!

3.  Write a little every day, adding details to your story.  

4. On the last day of the week, wrap up your tale with a conclusion.

Editing and Grading Tips 

1. These word-bank themed prompts are meant to inspire story writing. Your feedback should 
focus on positives such as creative ideas and precise word choices.

2. If your child is particularly reluctant, avoid saying anything that might be taken as criticism. 
You may see loads of errors—but that’s okay; resist the temptation to correct them. If you 
find mistakes, chances are you’ll see those same mistakes during formal writing lessons, 
when you can work together on word choice, sentence structure, and mechanics.

3. Periodically (once a month or each quarter), invite children to select one of their completed 
stories to develop into a finished composition by editing and revising it. Don’t do this for 
every story—only the ones they’re most excited about.













z wilderness

z dogsled

z wolf pack

z survival

z snowstorm

z medicine

z race

z trail

z quarantine

z capture
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knight thick fog

dragon peasant

fire woodcutter’s 
cottage

gold promise

hedge of thorns stone wall
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